Appendix K

Specific Actions the Town Could Take to be More Effective with Keeping Cary the Best Place to Live, Work, and Raise a Family

34. Could you please tell us specific actions the Town could take to make you more satisfied with keeping Cary the best place to live, work, and raise a family?

- When breaking up teenage parties, have them arrested so kids are in custody and parents are contacted
- Too much growth is changing the quality of life
- Certain people can get away with more; contractors get more than they originally planned, Turner Creek subdivision
- Too much growth
- Council does nothing; listen to citizens instead of making choices based within the Council; Town Council is suppose to work with the citizens
- Too much growth and Town is controlled with no citizen control or say
- Council is new; no one I voted for was elected
- The Town is growing too fast; nothing can accommodate the growth
- Stop building houses; too many stores
- Conflict between growth and schools
- Quality of growth; no more buffers
- They’re not concerned about the safety of residents
- Think about the future and being more green not about how much money the Town can make off of its citizens; make the citizens feel heard
- Limit growth or stop growth if possible
- More interested in the money
- Growth, schools, jobs for the future and immigrants; plans and honesty and we get different stories from different people; they do what they want and if the plan changes, there is no notice
- Be less political
- Fix the school reassignment
- No Police after 10:00 p.m. so there are robberies; should have Police